
Scientific Focus: 

IMMUNOGENICITY & PK

Innovate faster with safer, more effective 
large molecule therapeutics developed through 
robust assay methods to address even your 
most challenging requirements.

BioAgilytix provides a wide range of immunogenicity and 

PK services including assay development and validation on 

multiple platforms and matrices.

Specifically, our antibody services include labeling of antibody 

reagents, ADA purification, and oversight of surrogate 

positive control antibody generation. Our scientists are 

experienced in supporting immunogenicity and PK studies in a 

variety of species including rodents, humans, and non-human 

primates on ELISA, MSD-ECL, and Gyros platforms. 

Screening Assays

Confirmatory Assays

NAb Assays

Preclinical & Clinical Support

Assay Development/Validation

Biosimilar & Biobetter Analysis

IMMUNOGENICITY EXPERTISE

PK EXPERTISE

Did You Know?  
BioAgilytix has experience 
developing assays requiring high 
drug tolerance levels.

Solving Problems
Through Partnership— 

Scientist to Scientist

BioAgilytix



Discuss Your Project with 
Our Scientists Today.

With BioAgilytix working to progress your large molecule innovations, 
you’ll experience the bottom-line business benefits of scientific excellence.
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Collaborative, Consultative and 
Comprehensive Bioanalytical Support.

From discovery through Phases I, II, III 
and IV, BioAgilytix offers comprehensive 
bioanalytical support for every stage of large 
molecule drug development – providing expert 
guidance to compress your time to market.

In addition to deep cell-based assay expertise, 
BioAgilytix’s scientific team specializes 
in complex immunoassays and other 
demanding bioanalytical studies.

To uphold our commitment to superior science, 
our lab staff is supported by a Quality team 
with extensive experience working in Quality 
Assurance and regulated environments.

EXPERT SUPPORT FOR 
EVERY PHASE.

SPECIALIZED LARGE 
MOLECULE FOCUS.

QUALITY SCIENCE AND
COMPLIANT RESULTS.

Gain the scientific and regulatory expertise to progress your large molecule 
therapeutics quickly and confidently through the development pipeline.
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